The renormalization group equations of QED are investigated. They are solved without recourse to the Lie equation of the renormalization group. Various integral representations and series expansions for the invariant charge function are derived. § l. Introduction
On the Solution of the Rcnormalizat£on GroujJ Equation § 2. The s{)lution of the RGE for the invariant charge function
We consider the photon propagator in QED. We work, throughout this paper, m the Landau gauge because, in this gauge, the gauge parameter can be fixed to zero under the renormalization group operation. The renormalized photon propagator Djlv (h) normalized at h 2 = 0 is given by 
DJ1,(h)
respectively, where (j is an arbitrary parameter. We shall obtain the general form of d determined by the functional equations (2·3) and (2·4). Equation (2·3) means that d (~, o, cl (6, r;, ()) is independent of (j so that the second variable (j and the third variable d (6, r;, () of d (~, o, d (6, r;, ()) should be put together to cancel the a-dependence. From this observation, we have d (~, r;, () =.f(~, g (r;, ()), (2. 5) where f and g are, at this stage, arbitrary functions of two variables. A restriction on f and g is obtained from (2 · 4): j(r;,g(r;,())=(.
This equation determines fin terms of g. Functions f( r;, () and g (r;, () are uwerse in ( to each other. We obtain from (2 · 6) that g (r;,f('r;, ()) = (' (2. 7)
Conversely if d (~, r;, () IS given by (2·5) withfancl g satisfying (2·7), we have
=d (~, r;, ().
Jl. 1-lirayamu
So (2 · 5) with (2 · 6) gives the general solution of (2 · 3) and (2 · 4). The above procedure can be stated differently in the following manner. Introduce an arbitrary function g ('r;. :) of two variables. Set up an equation g(:;, z) =g(r;, (). (2. 8) Obtain the sol uti on z of (2 · 8) such that lim z= (. In closing this section, we make several comments.
(i) The first comment is that the correspondence between d and g is not one-toone at all. For example, the two choices g (r;, () = r;k (t;,) and g (r;, () =In r; + 1 (() lead to the same form of d:
which is the solution obtained by Gell-Mann and Low. 51 (ii) Solutions of RGE's similar to (2 · 5) and (2 · 6) were formerly discussed by Astaud.n He discussed several subgroups of the extended renormalization group of QED. He solved the RGE's of subgroups G~,'~o (Z,), G~'~o (Z3Z2 2 Z1 -2 ) , ce' (Z,, ,tt) and G 1 ,,1 m',e' (p), while we, in this paper, have solved the RGE of G1,m (Z3). (iii) The procedure discussed around (2 · 8) and (2 · 9) might be regarded as the manifestation of the relation between the RGE and Jouvet's a-invertibility. 61 (iv) The method presented in standard textbooks 31 ' 41 is described in the following vvay. One converts the RGE (2 · :3) to the Lie equation (2 ·11) where 9 1s related to d by
and can be chosen arbitrarily. By specifying the function 9 (y, z) and solving the partial differential equation (2 ·12), one arrives at the sol uti on of the RGE. The relation between the choice of 9 and the resulting form of dis not a! ways transparent. We hope that in some cases our procedure (2 · 5) ~ (2 · 7), (2 · 8) and (2 · 9) or integral representations and series expansions for J (:;, IJ, () given in the followmg sections will be more tractable and convenient than the Lie equatirm. § 3.
Integral representations of the invariant charge function
The solution of the RGE for the invariant charge function was given in § 2 
lS equal to that g1Ven by (2. 5) and (2. 6). Taking the derivative of d cs;:, 7), () with respect to ·r; and integrating by part in z, we have
If we integrate the above equation 111 ·r; and take account of the normalization condition d (·r;, ·r;, () = (, we obtain an integral representation
where the contour cl encircles two points ( and Zo. In writing clown As an application of (3 · 3), we shall derive an expression of J (;, fj, () which 1s convenient ·when ; is close to fj. We have 
The higher order calculation is terribly tedious. We shall investigate how the RGE helps us in the calculation of higher order radiative corrections. We expand Note that the property C 1 (~, r;) = 1 cannot be ensured unless we put a1 and b1 to be constants such that a 1b1 =1. 
( 4 ·10)
bJr;) = -5 {a, (r;)} 3 + 5a, (rl) a3 ("t;) --a 1 ('t;).
and so on. Now we have
from which we obtain a compact expression where s and r are quantities related to the electron propagator and the vertex function, respectively. We are not worried about the dependence of S and r on the gauge parameter smce we are working in the Landau gauge. It can be readily read off that the structure of (5 · 2) is quite similar to that of (5 ·1 
where P is an unknown function of three variables. If we define --~ by
s (rJ, r;, g) From (5 ·10), we see that S should be of the form S (t;, r;, g) = h (r;) R (t;, g).
Thus we get the general sol uti on of the RGE (5 · 5) :
where h and R are arbitrary functions of one and two variables, respectively.
Conversely if we define S by (5 ·12), we have 
,?] (~, 'l/, () 
(6 ·1)
The RGE of a field theory with n coupling constants would be solved by introduc-ing an arbitrary set of funetions gb g,, · · ·, g, and its inverse set fh h_, · · ·, J;'" As an example, we briefly eonsider the two eharge meson-nueleon theory which involves g(jjT<(;¢ and h¢" eouplings."' We have two invariant charge functions g'<(; ( 
:. are solutions of (6·4), where {gi((,r;;g'.h),i=1,2} is a set of two arbitrary functions and {fi((,r;;g 2 ,h),i=1,2} is its inverse set in g 2 and h.
The integral representation (3 · 3) for d (;, r;, () is a consequence of the renormalizability of QED. It alone might not be so helpful to make physical predictions unless we have some principles to restrict g (IJ, (). The situation could be compared with that of dispersion relations for Green's funetions or scattering amplitudes. Dispersion relations are consequences of very general principles and contain unknown spectral functions. They are not so powerful unless they are supplemented by the unitarity condition. The unitarity condition determines spectral func- 
